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Abstract

Named Entity Recognition and Classification (NERC) is a well-studied NLP task which is typically approached using machine learning algorithms that rely on training data whose creation usually is expensive. The high costs result in the lack of NERC training data for many languages. An approach to create a multilingual NE corpus was presented in Wentland et al. (2008). The resulting resource called HeiNER describes a valuable number of NEs but does not include their types. We present a bootstrap approach based on Wikipedia’s category system to classify the NEs contained in HeiNER that is able to classify more than two million named entities to improve the resource’s quality.

1 Introduction

For tasks in information extraction NERC is very important and often supervised machine learning approaches are used to solve it, e.g. Bender et al. (2003) or Szarvas et al. (2006). In A survey of named entity recognition and classification David Nadeau and Satoshi Sekine conclude:

“When supervised learning is used, a prerequisite is the availability of a large collection of annotated data. Such collections are available from the evaluation forums but remain rather rare and limited in domain and language coverage” (Nadeau and Sekine, 2007)

To overcome the problem of limited language coverage, Wentland et al. (2008) started to create the multilingual Heidelberg Named Entity Resource (HeiNER). In more than 250 languages, HeiNER lists Wikipedia (WP) articles that describe a named entity (NE), in 16 of those languages it contains a collection of textual contexts a NE was unambiguously mentioned in. Those contexts provide useful training material for NE classification, thus the goal of this work is to add NE types to HeiNER’s entries.

Unlike the widely used machine learning approaches to NERC our classification method relies only on WP’s category system and thus does not need any language specific information. The idea is to first determine sets of WP categories to identify each NE type. After that, these sets are used to initialize a bootstrapping algorithm that identifies the types for unclassified NEs. NE types follow the CoNLL definition presented by Sang (2002): person (PER), location (LOC), organization (ORG) and miscellaneous (MISC).

The CoNLL types were chosen because HeiNER’s evaluation was based on the CoNLL types.

The following sections reveal details about HeiNER (section 2), describe the bootstrap approach of NE classification with WP categories (section 3) and show the results in the evaluation section (section 4).

2 HeiNER

As this work builds upon the Heidelberg Named Entity Resource (HeiNER), we will describe the data that HeiNER provides and how they were created to give the reader an idea about their quality and structure.

HeiNER is a multilingual collection of named entities along with disambiguated context excerpts and a disambiguation dictionary that maps proper names to a set of NEs the proper names may refer to. The resource was created automatically from Wikipedia relying on (i) the heuristic presented in Bunescu and Pașca (2006) to recognize English Wikipedia articles that denote a NE and (ii) Wikipedia’s link structure.

First, the NER heuristic based on uppercase letters generated a list of English WP articles that denote a NE. This method created more than 1.5 million NEs with a precision of 95%\(^2\). With help of WP’s interlanguage links the available translations for every NE were added to the list resulting in the translation dictionary shown in figure 1. All of the more than 250 languages available in WP were considered to create the NE translations.

As the NE articles in WP are known from the first step, the disambiguation dictionary is built afterwards using disambiguation and redirect links to map proper names to NEs. Finally the context dataset is created for every NE by storing the paragraphs they are unambiguously mentioned in. This was done for 16 languages. An excerpt of the context dataset is shown in Figure 2 below.

The NEs together with disambiguated contexts in different languages can be considered useful data for NE disambiguation, classification or machine translation (e.g. Federmann and Huntsicker (2011)).\(^3\) For this paper the heuristics to create the list of English NEs were run on the more recent WP dump of November 3rd 2009 and resulted in a total of 2,225,193 found NEs compared to 1,547,586 NEs reported in the original paper. The difference is solely caused by the natural growth of Wikipedia.

3\(^{A Bootstrap Approach to NE Classification with WP Categories}

As described in Section 2 HeiNER presents a lot of context information of NEs. To release the full potential of the multilingual data the NEs need to be annotated with their respective type.

Instead of using a classical NER system this work concentrates on a language agnostic approach that is based on WP’s category structure which is not only suited for NER but can be used for other classifications based on WP categories as well. In short, the idea is to identify WP categories that correspond to a NE type and then use those categories to classify NEs that are placed in those typed categories. The categories can be interpreted as a signature or footprint of a NE type. The method outline is as follows: First, for every NE type a list of seed categories is created manually. It is enhanced by taking two levels of subcategories into account. The resulting lists of type specific categories are used to classify the articles in HeiNER by looking up if they are placed in one of the seed categories and assigning the respective type. The steps are illustrated in figure 3.

\(^2\)Read Wentland et al. (2008) for more details.

\(^3\)HeiNER is available for the scientific community at http://heiner.cl.uni-heidelberg.de/
based on categories is built by looking up all categories of the now classified articles and counting them for each type. The articles are then classified by computing the similarity between their category vector and the four NE type vectors and choosing the most similar one. This is done in ten iterations where each step updates the type vectors with the new classified articles. The only manual work needed is collecting the seed categories. This can be applied in any language that is available in WP. We use the English version because it is by far the largest edition. Also note that the seeds define the result of the classification. More fine-grained types like politician or entertainer (cf. (Fleischman and Hovy, 2002)) could be easily implemented by choosing other seeds. 

After this broad overview the subsections present a more detailed description of the approach. For that we introduce the notation scheme used in this paper:

The set of NE types \( T \) consists of persons \( \text{PER} \), locations \( \text{LOC} \), organizations \( \text{ORG} \) and miscellaneous \( \text{MISC} \). 

\( C \) denotes the set of all categories in the English Wikipedia. Single Categories that are mentioned in the text are written in SMALL CAPS.

### 3.1 Generating Seed Categories

For every NE type the seed categories hold a set of WP categories such that any NE article that is placed in one of them is considered to be of the type the category is associated with. Because the classification method relies on the seeds’ quality they have to be annotated manually. The goal is to find categories that are broad enough to classify as many NEs as possible but also are accurate in order to avoid incorrect classifications.

To find the best seed categories for the NE types person, location, organization and miscellaneous, we started to randomly pick NE articles belonging to one type, then inspect the categories it is placed in and move up in the category tree by following supercategories until the topic range of a category gets too broad for unambiguous classification. The broad-but-accurate categories are added to the seed set of the respective type. Because the subcategories can be considered to be useful for the classification process, we add two levels of subcategories to the initial seed list. The restriction to two levels of subcategories is needed to avoid adding noise, because WP’s category system is a graph, not a tree.

An example for the manual creation of seed categories might help at this point: if we are interested in the NE type person, we start with a random WP article about a person, e.g. Jimmy Hendrix. We always follow the most promising supercategories which leads to the following chain: 1960s singers ⇒ Singers by time period ⇒ People by occupation and period ⇒ People by occupation ⇒ People

The accuracy of each category is checked by inspecting subcategories and articles belonging to it. The category People has a subcategory Bibliography which deals with biographical books. Thus, People itself is not accurate enough to find persons. Still most of the subcategories of People like People by occupation or People by religion are added to the seed categories of NE type person.

As a result there are 15 seed categories found for the type person. The same was carried out for the other NE types. All seed categories together with two levels of subcategories form the set of typed categories \( C_i \). The results can be seen in table 1.

The number of seed categories does not necessarily correlate with the number of found subcategories: The types PER and LOC have the same count of seed categories, but \( C_{\text{PER}} \) is almost 3.5 times bigger than \( C_{\text{LOC}} \) and has about 1,500 categories more than \( C_{\text{ORG}} \) which started with 75 seed categories. An explanation would be that persons are supported well and have a very fine-grained categorization while locations can be described with a smaller set of categories. \( C_{\text{MISC}} \) remains in between the others with 4,747 subcategories.
Table 1: Numbers of categories found for each NE type derived from seed categories.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Seed Categories</th>
<th>Sub-Categories</th>
<th>Typed Categories $C_t$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PER</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>9,625</td>
<td>9,640</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LOC</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>2,783</td>
<td>2,798</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ORG</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>8,033</td>
<td>8,108</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MISC</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>4,747</td>
<td>4,774</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Number of classified articles derived from seed categories. The last row shows the rounded average classification produced by each category.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>$C_t$</th>
<th>$NE_t$</th>
<th>$NE_t / C_t$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PER</td>
<td>9,640</td>
<td>502,173</td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LOC</td>
<td>2,798</td>
<td>41,539</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ORG</td>
<td>8,108</td>
<td>128,433</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MISC</td>
<td>4,774</td>
<td>47,887</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.2 Initial Named Entity Classification

Starting from the enhanced seed categories the initial list of classified NEs can be created easily. Just iterate over every article in HeiNER and check if it is placed in $C_t$. If this is the case the article can be considered to be of type $t$ and hence is added to the set of classified NE articles $NE_t$. If more than one type was found for an article it is left unclassified. The results of this initial classification are shown in table 2.

To point out the generative power of the categories the last row shows the “productivity ratio” $NE_t / C_t$ of each category. The earlier assumption that there are more articles of type PER than others is supported by the fact that more than half million NEs could be initially classified and also by the number of articles found per category. This cannot be solely based on the superior count of PER categories because the number of ORG related categories is not that far behind, though $NE_{ORG}$ is about 4 times smaller than $NE_{PER}$. Also the PER related categories are about five times more productive than the ones related to MISC. In other words, most of WP’s contributors write articles about NEs of the type PER and categorize them studiously. The quality of the results will be discussed in the evaluation in section 4.

3.3 Type Vectors & Bootstrapping

After the initial classification step we can remove the 720,032 classified articles from the NE list with 2,224,472 entries leaving 1,504,440 yet to classify articles. As the presented method relies on categories 7,033 articles without any categorization are removed too which results in a final list of 1,497,407 NEs that need to be classified in the bootstrapping process.

As explained earlier the categories of the classified articles are used to build a NE type vector consisting of categories associated with NEs of a certain type. The categories of classified articles form the dimensions of the type vectors, their counts define the length in that dimension. The algorithm in figure 5 shows how the vector is created. Note that for the NE type vector all categories are taken into account and not just the ones pointing to NEs that were used in the initial classification step. The intuition behind this is that the aggregated categories form the footprint of a type even if not each of them points to a NE.

Figure 5: Python-Pseudocode algorithm of a function to build the category vector. The vector is stored in a dictionary where the category name is the key and the count its value.

The algorithm is applied to each NE type in $NE_t$, the results are shown in table 3. The dimensions of the vectors in the third row show the number of unique categories. The fourth row represents the overall count of categories in the articles and the last row shows the average number of categories per article. Again we can see that PER is categorized in more detail while LOC and ORG have a similar ratio. MISC has the lowest categorization rate. We expect our method to work best with articles that are placed in many categories.

The type of an unclassified NE article is determined by converting its categories into a vector, computing similarities to the type vectors, and as-
Table 3: Statistics for the NE type vectors that are created for $NE_t$.

Table: Statistics for the NE type vectors that are created for $NE_t$. 

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>type</th>
<th>$N E_t$</th>
<th>dimensions</th>
<th>category count</th>
<th>categories per $N E_t$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PER</td>
<td>502,173</td>
<td>132,098</td>
<td>4,037,634</td>
<td>7.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LOC</td>
<td>41,539</td>
<td>35,880</td>
<td>228,468</td>
<td>5.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ORG</td>
<td>128,433</td>
<td>72,184</td>
<td>694,523</td>
<td>4.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MISC</td>
<td>47,887</td>
<td>33,110</td>
<td>229,438</td>
<td>4.33</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As categories can either be present or not the category vector of an article is binary. In order to verify the general approach we classify the NEs in two setups using different similarity measures, cosine similarity and Dice’s coefficient:

$$\text{cosine}(\vec{x}, \vec{y}) = \frac{\sum_{k=1}^{n} x_k y_k}{\sqrt{\sum_{k=1}^{n} x_k^2} \cdot \sqrt{\sum_{k=1}^{n} y_k^2}}$$

$$\text{dice}(\vec{x}, \vec{y}) = \frac{2 \cdot \sum_{k=1}^{n} (\text{weight}_{x_k} \cdot \text{weight}_{y_k})}{\sum_{k=1}^{n} \text{weight}_{x_k} + \sum_{k=1}^{n} \text{weight}_{y_k}}$$

Cosine similarity computes the angle between the two vectors taking only the directions of type vectors into account and not their length. Because there are no negative categorizations the resulting similarities range between zero and one. The Dice’s coefficient includes the count of shared elements in relation to all elements that are not zero. It considers the weights of the vectors by multiplying the shared elements. The factor 2 keeps the result range between zero and one.

In the bootstrapping phase HeiNER’s unclassified NEs are classified as just described. In 10 iterations the 10% with the highest similarity values are added to their respective set $N E_t$ and the type vectors are updated before the next 10% are classified. Figure 6 shows the process for cosine similarity and figure 7 for Dice’s coefficient.

For each NE type the tables list the exact counts of how many NEs were added in each of the 10 iterations. The bar plots beneath the tables visualize these data by stacking the counts of each type in every iteration. As the sum is always 10% of the initially unclassified data the bars have the same length. The exception at iteration 10 stems from the fact that articles that do not share a category with any of the type vectors cannot be classified. The difference between the last Dice and cosine bar is a result of the different classification decisions made in the bootstrapping process.

Inspecting the results we can see that the lion’s share in the first iteration in both setups is classified as LOC. This indicates that many locations were missed by the enhanced seed categories, but the type vector allowed to find the missed NEs. Following iterations do not show a bias towards LOC which supports this analysis. Nevertheless cosine similarity seems to be biased towards MISC because on average about 60,000 articles are added to this type per iteration resulting in the biggest gain in 8 of the 10 iterations. This could be caused by cosine similarity’s ignorance of weights in the type vector thus preferring articles that share...
many categories with a type vector over articles with less but higher weighted categories. MISC might have thematically wide spread categories supporting that effect. However, the bias towards that type cannot solely be based on this property, because the initialized vector is the one with the least dimensions in comparison to the others.

Bootstrapping using the Dice’s coefficient tends to be biased towards LOC and ORG, the former showing an overall gain of 1,308 percent. In four of the iterations ORG wins the majority of new classified articles, LOC in advantage in five of the iterations leaving PER one major gain in the fifth run. Because Dice’s coefficient takes the counts of categories into account, it is likely that the unclassified articles are placed in some of the categories that have high values for LOC and ORG.

The count of articles added to PER develops remarkably similar for both measures. They start with few new articles in the first three iterations, rise to many more additions in steps four, five and six to slow down again in the left iterations. In both cases eventually PER is the NE type with the least added articles (cf. lines “Bootstrap”), but still the biggest count when summing it up with the initial count (cf. lines “Total”). No other named entity type shows such a strong correlation between the two different similarity measures. This indicates that most of the articles were already classified in the initialization proving the seed categories for that type to be of high quality.

In summary, both bootstrapping setups are able to classify almost all of the unclassified NEs, but differ a lot in their results with the exception of the type PER.

### 4 Evaluation

Before the bootstrapping phase an evaluation set of NEs was created and excluded from the process. It consists of NEs of each type: 295 PER, 192 LOC, 110 ORG and 122 MISC entries that were annotated manually by one annotator. Both setups are evaluated by classifying the NEs in the same way as in the bootstrapping and investigating the precision of the results.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>run</th>
<th>PER</th>
<th>LOC</th>
<th>ORG</th>
<th>MISC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>initial</td>
<td>502,175</td>
<td>41,539</td>
<td>128,433</td>
<td>47,887</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dice’s coefficient</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5,271</td>
<td>137,051</td>
<td>6,406</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>177</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>138,578</td>
<td>40,176</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>1,266</td>
<td>58,780</td>
<td>65,593</td>
<td>24,101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>35,025</td>
<td>16,952</td>
<td>56,017</td>
<td>24,348</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>67,975</td>
<td>31,508</td>
<td>25,819</td>
<td>9,580</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>38,196</td>
<td>56,745</td>
<td>45,219</td>
<td>11,303</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>16,166</td>
<td>67,458</td>
<td>54,813</td>
<td>19,937</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>9,969</td>
<td>67,890</td>
<td>54,813</td>
<td>19,937</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>5,581</td>
<td>65,655</td>
<td>46,860</td>
<td>31,644</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>5,751</td>
<td>41,301</td>
<td>56,864</td>
<td>26,323</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 7:** Bootstrapping using Dice’s coefficient. The bar plot shows the visualization of the NE type classifications in the table above.

#### 4.1 Initial type vectors

The confusion matrix in table 4 shows the results using the type vector from the initial NE classifications. The rate of correct classifications varies from 35.25% (MISC, Dice’s coefficient) to 81.02% (PER, Dice’s coefficient). It is not surprising that PER is the best performing named entity type when we remember the earlier statement that articles of that type are categorized with high detail and that this NE type has by far the highest count of instances after the initialization. This is underlined by the fact that almost no instances were classified incorrectly as a person in the other evaluation sets. Consequently, there is no much confusion between persons and other NE types.

---

5This growth is narrowed a little bit by the fact that it started with the smallest count of articles.
Table 4: Confusion matrix for the CoNLL named entity types. Members of evaluation sets for every type were classified by computing similarities to the initialised named entity type vectors. The overall highest values (cosine and Dice similarity) are marked as boldface. The percentages show the fraction of the absolute numbers that are given in the first row, the numbers in braces show the absolute numbers.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Eval. set</th>
<th>PER</th>
<th>LOC</th>
<th>ORG</th>
<th>MISC</th>
<th>UNCL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cosine</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PER (295)</td>
<td>78.64% (232)</td>
<td>5.76% (17)</td>
<td>8.47% (25)</td>
<td>6.44% (19)</td>
<td>0.68% (2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LOC (192)</td>
<td>0.0% (0)</td>
<td>60.42% (116)</td>
<td>10.94% (21)</td>
<td>7.29% (14)</td>
<td>21.35% (41)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ORG (110)</td>
<td>0.91% (1)</td>
<td>15.45% (17)</td>
<td>67.27% (74)</td>
<td>8.18% (9)</td>
<td>8.18% (9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MISC (122)</td>
<td>0.82% (1)</td>
<td>8.2% (10)</td>
<td>38.52% (47)</td>
<td>37.7% (46)</td>
<td>14.75% (18)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dice’s coefficient</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PER (295)</td>
<td>81.02% (239)</td>
<td>6.1% (18)</td>
<td>7.8% (23)</td>
<td>4.41% (13)</td>
<td>0.68% (2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LOC (192)</td>
<td>0.0% (0)</td>
<td>64.06% (123)</td>
<td>9.9% (19)</td>
<td>4.69% (9)</td>
<td>21.35% (41)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ORG (110)</td>
<td>1.82% (2)</td>
<td>19.09% (21)</td>
<td>64.55% (71)</td>
<td>6.36% (7)</td>
<td>8.18% (9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MISC (122)</td>
<td>3.28% (4)</td>
<td>9.84% (12)</td>
<td>36.89% (45)</td>
<td>35.25% (43)</td>
<td>14.75% (18)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Considering that 21.35% of the articles were left unclassified, only 18.23% (cosine) and 14.59% (Dice) of LOC were explicitly classified wrong. Unclassified articles occur if none of the instances in the evaluation set LOC has categories that can be found in any of the NE type vectors. This could either mean that the seed categories for this type were not chosen broad enough or that articles of type LOC are placed in categories that are wide spread over WP’s category graph and cannot be grouped easily. The bootstrapping results indicated that the former case is more likely. ORG are classified correctly with a chance of 67.27% (cosine) and 64.55% (Dice) leaving an error rate of 24.55% (cosine) and 27.27% (Dice). Cosine outperforms the Dice’s coefficient in this class.

The CoNLL definitions of MISC do not seem to correspond well with WP categories. For the evaluation set of type MISC more instances were classified as an organization in both setups. That indicates a high probability to confuse members of MISC with LOC which is not that surprising, recalling that the definition of this type is “words of which one part is a location, organization, miscellaneous or person” (Sang, 2002). Further investigation would be necessary to judge whether type overlaps are just caused by incorrect classifications or if the articles really do belong to that class and maybe should be allowed to be classified as both MISC and LOC. For example a book that has a location in its title like *The Restaurant at the End of the Universe* could benefit from a double classification because depending on the context it may serve as one or the other.

The results of the initialization step show that in general the MUC-6 named entity types (Grishman and Sundheim, 1996) PER, LOC and ORG can be classified with this approach reasonably well with 60.42% (LOC, cosine) as lower and 81.02% (PER, Dice) as an upper bound. This does not work out as well for MISC, but still the lower bound of 35.25% (Dice) beats a baseline with randomly assigned types that would result in 25% correct classifications. Thus, the initially constructed type vectors are useful for NEC of WP articles. At this time it is not possible to say which of the similarity measures returns better results.

### 4.2 Bootstrapping Iterations

To evaluate the iterative classification phase we used the resulting type vectors of every step to classify the evaluation set and again analyze the percentage of NEs that were classified correctly.

Figure 8 shows the results per iteration for each type and setup. The continuous line represents cosine similarity while the dashed line represents Dice’s coefficient. To see which setup works best compared to the other the different lines marked with the same symbols must be compared. The lines point out the development of the quality of the type vectors.

After every iteration the type vector is refined which should improve classifications. However, because every classification step only incorporates the best or most certain 10% of unclassified NEs leaving the less clear NEs unclassified, the preci-

---

6 Because the annotated data represent only a fraction of the whole data we cannot provide reliable recall results.
Figure 8: Precision of the classification for the iterations in the bootstrapping phase.

...inition is expected to decrease in later iterations due to introduced noise. Thus a stable line indicates a successful approach.

If we ignore MISC for a moment, the cosine setup has an overall decrease in precision relative to their starting point while the Dice setup is fairly stable or even better. The difficulty of representing the MISC type with WP categories seems to be the reason for its different behaviour, the broad choice of categories creates the bias of the cosine method. Dice’s coefficient is more robust and seems to avoid that noise making it more suitable for the task. This can be seen after the first iteration: As discussed in section 3.3 the biggest fraction was classified as LOC. While the precision of Dice’s coefficient increases by more than 10% in this iteration the precision of the cosine setup drops more than 5% which implies that many NEs were classified wrong. Finally, the best results after bootstrapping are:

- **PER** – Dice 78.31% (cosine 73.22%)
- **LOC** – Dice 66.67% (cosine: 50%)
- **ORG** – Dice 74.55% (cosine: 60.91%)
- **MISC** – cosine 61.48% (Dice: 40.16%)

Dice coefficient performs better than cosine similarity for three out of four NE types, which implies that taking statistical evidence into account improves the performance of the classification. The numbers indicate that cosine similarity beats Dice coefficient at the classification of **Miscellaneous** because it is biased.

5 Conclusion

In this paper we have shown a language-agnostic method to classify more than two million NEs in the multilingual lexical resource HeiNER (Wentland et al., 2008) in two steps, adhering to the CoNLL definition of NEs (Sang, 2002; Sang and Meulder, 2003) relying on structural information only. First, we initialized 700,032 classified NEs utilizing the category system of Wikipedia starting with a set of 132 manually annotated seed categories. As the method relies only on WP’s structure any classification task that can be represented by WP categories can be approached this way for any language available in WP. Second, the categories of these classified articles were used to create NE type vectors to classify yet unlabelled articles by computing the similarities between the vectors and unclassified articles’ categories. This was done via bootstrapping in two setups that work with two similarity measures: cosine similarity and Dice’s coefficient. The results were evaluated on manually annotated data and showed that the type vectors created from the initialization step easily outperform a random baseline and that the method is suited well for the NE types used in MUC-6 (Grishman and Sundheim, 1996) but that the additional CoNLL class MISC shows a gap in quality because it is harder to map the latter to Wikipedia categories. The evaluation of bootstrapping iterations reveals that Dice’s coefficient is the better similarity measure for this particular task. This can be attributed to its property of taking the weights of the vectors’ values into account in contrast to cosine’s property of only observing the angle between two vectors ignoring their lengths. After all, two lists of NEs were created for each of the types PER, LOC, ORG and MISC, one by cosine and one by Dice similarity. Adding NE types to HeiNER makes it a valuable resource for multilingual NERC providing a fair amount of training material in various languages.
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